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Lemons de G6ographie Physique. Par A. de Lapparent. Paris, 
Masson & Co. 3d edition, I907. 

The principal merits of Lapparent's great textbook, the lucid presentation of 

systematical physical geography, and the geomorphogenic description of the con- 
tinents and countries, are the same in this edition as in the two previous ones. 
The book has been revised and enlarged along various lines, principally in the 

chapters on glacial phenomena. The geological descriptions of the Alps and 
Pyrenees have been entirely re-written in accordance with the results of modern 
researches. The number of illustrations, too, has been enlarged, most of the new 
additions being photographs illustrating typical forms of relief. A most valuable 
innovation is the addition of an alphabetical index which will greatly increase 
the usefulness of the book. In all other respects the work has preserved the 

qualities that have made it one of the standard works in its line from the day of 
its first publication, one of the books which, in the phrase of the book agent,. 
geographers of any nationality "cannot afford to be without." M. K. G. 

Desert Botanical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution. By 
F. Coville and D. T. MacDougal. vi and 58 pp. Carnegie Institution, 
Washington, D. C. 1903. Price, 50c. 

This laboratory was established at the suggestion of Mr. F. V. Coville, of the 
United States Department of Agriculture, who made an expedition to Death 
Valley in x891 and saw the importance of the botanical problems offered by such 

regions. A journey was undertaken in the winter of I903 for the purpose of 

finding a favourable location. Tucson, Arizona, was finally selected, for its 

distinctively desert climate and flora, the latter being of a varied character. 
Accessibility and habitability were also important conditions. These advantages 
are set forth somewhat fully and a historical account of Tucson is added. There 
are about 30 full-page plates, and in conclusion is a bibliography comprising 
eleven pages of titles in four groups-general treatises and those relating to 

climate, soil and water. Descriptive notes of several regions are given, but these 
are republished in a later and more complete volume, "Botanical Features of 
North American Deserts," which is noticed below. A. P. B. 

Botanical Features of North American Deserts. By Daniel 
Trembly lacDougal. ini pp., Maps and Illustrations. Carnegie Insti- 
tution, Washington, I908. Price, $1.75. 

This study is the outcome of researches of the Desert Botanical Laboratory, 
by various authors, under the direction of an advisory board, and with Dr. W. A. 
Cannon as resident investigator. A first attempt to outline the features of 
American deserts was made in a previous publication, No. 6, which having been 
exhausted, some parts of it are included in this later and more complete discus- 
sion. 

The work deals primarily with plant distribution and plant physiology, espec- 
ially in relation to moisture, but this notice will seek to present features of general 
geographic interest. The Laboratory now has title to 860 acres of land for its 
experiments and observations. One of the most important areas for study is the 
delta of the Colorado, because of the arid climate and because the Salton and 
Pattie basins, with their occasional bodies of water, offer conditions similar to 
those which many regions of American desert have experienced during recent 
geological periods. Such regions have a highly specialized flora whose originr 
and distribution are sought to be ascertained. 
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